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advantage with them that they stirred up men's minds from
long ease and a lazy rest, and made them active, industrious
and inquisitive. . . . Now men are generally weary of the
relics of Antiquity and satiated with religious disputes. . . -
Now there is a universal desire and appetite after know-
ledge " x. The practical trend of the members' interests
bore fruit in scientific discoveries, which led Voltaire to pro-
nounce that " in this respect they entitle the age to be called
the age of the English as well as that of Louis XIV." 2 In
its early stages the Royal Society did not keep aloof from
the economic ferment of the seventeenth century, for it had
the co-operation of many merchants who " assisted it with
their presence and thereby have added the industrious,
punctual and active genius of men of traffic to the quiet,
sedentary and reserved temper of men of learning " 3. And
the ' men of learning' did not disdain to " consider the
purpose of the Royal Society in respect of all the manual
trades ". Sprat raised the significant question " whether
the mechanic arts are still improvable by human industry " ;
and he answered in the affirmative " that it is not a vain or
impossible design to endeavour the increase of mechanic
contrivances"4. He maintained that recent mechanic
inventions " cannot but convince us that many more are
still to come". At the same time he recognized the
difficulties which were to delay for a century the advent
of the ' Industrial Revolution '. He explained that inven-
tion " requires an active, a bold, a nimble, a restless mind ;
a thousand difficulties must be contemned. . . . Many
attempts must be made to no purpose; much treasure
must sometimes be scattered without any return ". He
commented upon the popular aversion to new inventions
and the hostility to aliens, adding ironically—" for the sake
of the poor whom we thereby do certainly make the poorer "«
He defended the adoption of * shorter ways of labour' on
the ground : " That country is still the richest and most
powerful which entertains most manufactures. The hands
1 Sprat, op. cit. 152.
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